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Resource Manager-DB 
               for

Overview 
Featuring a seamless connection to Macola ES & Progression & the 
rest of Exact Product lines, Resource Manager-DB (RMDB) is an 
affordable planning, scheduling, and tracking add-on solution. Quickly 
adapting to specific needs, RMDB supports any combination of 
Materials, Workcenters, Inventory, or Labor challenges. 

Finite Capacity Planning and Scheduling
Do you need additional planning and scheduling tools? Do you need 
help analyzing the resources (labor hours and workcenter loading) 
required to meet demand? Resource Manager-DB adds value to the 
Exact Product Line with Finite Capacity Planning and Scheduling, as 
well as "What-If" analysis, and much more. Quickly, Easily, and 
Affordably.

Tools for on-going reconciliation
In addition to new orders, Resource Manager-DB will automatically 
read in any updates to WIP. Then, with a single screen, the user can 
manage scheduling and rescheduling, (re) prioritizing jobs on demand 
and optimizing workcenter loadings through advanced features such 
as alternate routings, overtime, minimizing cycle times, etc..

Adds Routings and Shop Scheduling for POP
For those customers who aren't ready for Shop Floor Control Module, 
Resource Manager provides an easy alternative to add routings and 
shop scheduling.

Includes any Order types in Capacity Plans
Provides a more complete capacity analysis report by considering 
any or all types of  Orders.
 

Improved Vision
By using the BOMs with any combination of demands  (orders, 
forecast, etc.) and staging them at workcenters requiring material, 
and considering all finite capacity considerations, Resource 
Manager-DB can provide the vision to better understand true time-
phased critical resource requirements.

Automatically adjusts scheduled dates 
in Exact
Resource Manager-DB completes the loop by enabling 
the user to auto-update new (feasible) scheduled dates 
back to Exact.  New start dates, due dates, can be 
automatically written back with change report.   

                   Features Include
Easy "What-If-Anlysis"       Flexible and Open
Direct DB Connection         Bottleneck Analysis
Production Planning           Production Scheduling
JIT MRP                               Lean Manufacturing
Custom Reporting               and much, much, more
                      
Complements Exact Software with powerful planning and 
scheduling that is quick and easy to install and run.  

Call US Today for a friendly web demo based on your 
needs.  (800) 321-8737    www.UserSolutions.com 
            (248) 486-1934      us@UserSolutions.com

Since 1991, Manufacturing Software 
                      Made Easy


